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Here's a Proposition for you---one that means
money to both of us. We're willing to put our
time against yours to explain and show.
Kuppenhdmer's Clothing For Men

are better values _and have more style, are better tailored and made of better woolens than any
other in the city can or does sell.
We are willing to put our time against yours
to show you. We'll do more. If for any reason
the garment you buy does not come up to what
we've led you to expect, we will replace the
garment or refund the money.
When You Want The Best

we've got it, such as Stetson Hats, Nettleton
Shoes, Regal Shoes, Manhattan Shirts, Scriven's
Underwear, Duofold Underwear, Holeproof Socks
and Likley's Suitcases and Handbags.
We carry Everything Up-to-date and there is Nothing
Better Made than what We can Show You.

8. NEY & SONS, Ltd.,

Opposite P. O.

Harrisonburg, Va.

P. S. -We extend a special invitation to the Ladies to visit
our Ladies' Ready-Made Department. We can furnish everything
ready-made from the smallest child to the largest person. We
have opened up a Mail Order Department.
Write us for samples
when desired.
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You are Invited to do Your Banking Business With Us
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A Loyal Alumnus
A loyal alumnus! Who is he?
He who thinks and feels with thee;
And whose eyes are quick to see
Thy needs-his Alma Mater.
A loyal alumna! Who is she?
She who bravely strives to be
What of help she can to theeHer cherished Alma Mater.
Loyal alumni! Who are they?
They who work and they who pray
For a larger, brighter day
For thee, -their Alma Mater.
-J. A. Seese.

Bethany, or The First Conflict of The Civil War.
By

IRA

S. W.

ANTHONY,

B.

A.,

'10.

0, gentle reader, Bethany, W. Va., is not a large
city, but it is a little town of some eight hundred
souls; however, in the stirring days of '61, to
~ which my story dates, it was but a little mountain
~ village situated, as it is now, in the "Pan Handle"
of West Virginia, then Virginia, in the southern
part of Brooke County, on the Buffalo Creek, which dashes
and roars down from the mountain heights in its eager haste
to mingle its little gush with the great sweep of the Ohio,
rolling on toward the "Father of Waters."
In the near distance rise the towering cliffs of the Alleghenies; all around extend rolling hills and V-shaped dales;
while beautiful meadows, then just greening from Spring's first
touch, spread away like velvet carpets from the banks of the
streams in every direction, broad and verdant as if fresh
from the hands of the Creator. Embosomed in trees, and
cattled hills, and the winding, dashing tributaries of the
Buffalo, the then little village of Bethany seemed far too
sacred to be stamped on history's fadeless pages as the scene
of the first conflict of the great misunderstanding of the
States.
The village store was the center of social gravity, while on
a little eminence at the north of the village lay the imposing
brick structure known as Bethany College, a school for men,
being then about one hundred boys large. It was, indeed, a
beautiful college home. A spacious campus, decked and
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completely shielded from the heat of a Spring-day sun by a
stately grove of maples, a long brick building, a strong corps
of teachers, having such a magnificent personage at the helm
as Alexander Campbell, it surely was a school-home pleasant
enough to attract royal blood. Who couldn't study with their
lungs stretched to full capacity by the pure breezes of the
Alleghenies? Who couldn't be loyal to an avowed cause with
such a teacher of devotion as Nature herself? Who couldn't
be happy amidst the sweet-trilled tunes of the forest songsters and the clear, soft music of babbling brooks and waving
pines? In all such glory lay the quiet little village of Bethany.
The time at which my story took shape was the late afternoon of a clear March day in '61, and the sun, which at high
noon had burned down with Spring-feverish rays, was now
beating a hasty retreat toward the evening hills, creating an
atmosphere that lent vigor and life to even the most sluggish.
The hills about were alive with gamboling lambs, racing colts,
and lowing herds; in the meadow was heard the last lirilirili
of the lark and the first monotonous trill of the cricket; while
the streets of the village were crowded with groups of jolly
college lads and stalwart workmen who plied their trades
with a shrill-whistled air and a sprightly step. Over the
broken, rugged landscape of the country round about hung a
group of those ''light, fluffy clouds, which add beauty without
shadows," and the heavens were beginning to redden with
the evanescent beauties of sunset. Nature was coquettish
this evening; she had put on her very best and expected to
arrest the attention of her constant wooer and lover-mankind. And she did; for everybody was out-doors, drinking
in the evening zephyrs which softly stole through every treetop, bearing a heavy burden of the sweet perfume of the
arbutus.
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College boys were always sportive, pranky and Yivacious
and this truth barrels up ''gospel measure'' in the Springtim~
when the arm goes swish and the virgin ''horsehide'' whizzes
through the air like a cannon-ball's ghost. Ah; glorious
baseball! Who censures America for being so devoted to her
National sport? Commencement was close at hand, too, and
from the old college assembly hall came the Demosthenean
rumble of the graduating oration and the babel of chording
throats that were to constitute the grand chorus at the final
musicale.
Still another picture glows bright with interest. Assembled
under the budding boughs of the sweet-sapped maples which
hedged the campus green, were about twenty lads, apparently
engaged in a heated conversation. For the most part they
were manly fellows, tall and stately, and when they walked
they strode a stride that spoke of the culture, the refinement,
the tenderness, the stern loyalty of Southern parents. Yes,
truly, they were the smiles of the Sunny South. Intent on
the point under discussion, little did they reflect on commencement or baseball, on the life-dealing zephyrs, or on the
sun-kissed hills of the country around; but it was the tightening grip of the stern hand of the North and the rising
mettle of the Southern gentry that constituted the epitome of
their conversation and the burden of their more serious
natures; it was the inevitable approach of a contest of arms
that fired their imaginations; and it was the false charges of
song and story, pulpit and stump, that in resentment threw
their hands to their sword-hilts and troubled their lips with
the undying quiver of ''Equal rights to all, special privileges
to none.''
Contemporaneous with the thread of this narrative runs
the infant struggles of the Christian Church, probably better
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known as the Disciples or Campbellites. That great champion
of the one way to worship, of concerted effort, Alexander
Campbell, was then in the prime of his remarkable achievements, the president of Bethany College, the editor of the
MILLENIAL HARBINGER, the Peter the Hermit of the crusade
for unified Christian endeavor.
In order to scatter broadcast more easily his newly-conceived doctrines, Campbell had established a printing press
in the village, and as foreman of the press-room had in employment Tobias Gruber, a Pennsylvanian, of whom there is little
known beyond the fact that he was extremely German in
appearance and impressively Irish in nature. His short,
squatty stature, protusive abdomen, wheezy voice and red
hair, he took honestly from his mother, a German woman of
the most liberal dimensions; his quickly-roused ire, bull-dog
tenacity to personal opinion, and love for squabble and fistic
trade, he good-naturedly relieved his father of; while his
fanatical views of abolition and his radical anti-slavery policies, he had willingly absorbed from constant association with
. Northern extremists of his native burg, Middletown, Pa.
However, at the time of our story, Gruber was no longer
in Bethany, having resigned his position a few weeks previous,
departing from the town in a fit of anger, vowing and swearing that he would return with a band of followers to wipe
from the face of the earth every Southern boy at the college.
"To Hell with you rebels! I'll come back here with a bunch
of fellows and drive every d- -d one of you out of Virginia.''
Thus he spoke as he, sequent to a heated discussion with a
group of Southern lads on the question of States rights,
rushed wildly into the press-room, seized his stick, galley,
composing rule and apron, befouled the air with the blue zigzag of oath and blasphemy and swung his short, stout form
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aboard the stage en route to Middletown, Pa., some twentyodd miles across the mountains; yet no one was troubled beyond a complaisant smile or a scornful jeer.
Let us turn again to the college campus. On an average,
but twenty summers had passed over the heads of that group
of lads previously described as standing beneath the spreading maple tree, and robust hearts, fed by the vigor borrowed
from the spirit of the evening, drove through their stalwart
forms the blood that was soon to waste on the fields of
Antietam and other such plains of woe and desolation, now
verdant and blooming to the eye, but red-flowing and corpsestrewn to the memory.
Chief among this group might have been seen the tall,
stately form of Herchel Johnson, of Kansas, who, however,
drank in the light of day for the first time in the land of tar
and turpentine; the lean, lank figure of Robert Rickets, who
was "bred in Ole Kentucky;" the unassuming features of
William Fletcher, whose blood tingled with the "show me"
(Missouri) spirit; and the short, heavy-set bearing of Ezra
Stickley, whose boyhood days had been spent along the poetic
banks of the Shenandoah River and the dusty stretches of
the far-famed Valley Pike of Virginia which, but a little later,
was to be seared with the double-quick tread of "Stonewall"
Jackson's columns, and which was to be the arena of a campaign, the greatest for accuracy and celerity in the history
of war and arms.
It was on such an evening that such a band stood in such a
place and attitude as just described. To the front and left
lay the little village of Bethany, to the rear lay the college;
and to the right murmured over rock and fall the swift-flowing current of Buffalo Creek, which was spanned at the edge
of the village by an old stone bridge over which wound, by a
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snake-like route, the road leading from Middletown, Pa.
Its dusty thread was in plain view to the group of Southern
lads; but at present no traveller was in sight; all was calm
by the bridge and hillside, and no one thought for a moment
that in a twinkling of an eye some fifteen armed men, thirsting for blood and animated by a prejudice bred of ignorance
and cruel sentiment, would sweep around the bend with a
hoot and howl, dead bent on the routing of the Southern lads
of Bethany College.
But such was the case. For just as the group of lads under
the wide-spread maple were about to lay aside their thoughts
of patriotism and suppress the spark of resentment of North,
ern encroachment to go to join their fellow-students in game
and song, the distant rumble of carriage-wheels and hurried
clatter of horses' hoofs were heard beyond the brow of the
hill that bowed down to the bank of the creek. To a man
the group turned their gaze and saw a cloud of dust striving
to meet the heavens, where the Middletown road bent over
the hill, and they heard clarion shouts and curses, and cries
of ''Down with the Rebels,'' breaking across the picturesque
valley of the Buffalo; while in an instant there rolled into
sight eight dust-covered vehicles from which the dying sun
sent back the glimmer of steel and fire-arms.
"Down with the Rebels!" now rang out loudly and clearly,
while above the chorus of shouts which the em1ty vales
echoed and re-echoed, till the sounds died away in a faint
whisper, was heard a wheezy, penetrating, nasal note. For
an instant there was confusion in the group. A tendency to
scatter and seek shelter from harm and danger fluttered in
their young breasts, but Herchel Johnson, grasping the situation at once, and recognizing the wheezy voice of "Red"
Gruber, as well as recalling the fierce threat of a few weeks
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ago, rose to the emergency and, with his eyes shooting fire
and with his form quivering from the determination to do or
die, addressed his comrades as follows:
"For God's sake, fellows, to arms! "Red" Gruber's coming to wipe us out. To arms, at once, and we'll show the
scoundrel whether the blue blood of the South is to be spilt
without dissent.'
These words instantly electrified the whole group and, following Johnson as their leader, the group en masse rushed
to their rooms, seized their pistols, and chased at break-neck
speed down the street toward the right-angled junction of the
Middletown road with the college street. Little did they
think that this skirmish was to be the first of its kind in a
great series of bloody contests, which would claim the majority of their present number, the flower of their homeland,
and the good right arm of brave Stickley at the bloody fight
of Sharpsburg, September 17, 1862.
And, oh! those sweethearts of the college town! They're
always so dear, because they claim the heart's adoration in
the romantic period of youth. As this band of heroes swept
quickly by the doors of the loved ones the fair maidens' breasts
were troubled at once by love, fear, admiration, despair,
every passion of which, like the incon·s tant blushes that
came and went as they confessed their love, now rose and
fell in their excited bosoms.
''Block the street with those store boxes, conceal yourselves
behind them, and fire as soon as the rascals round the corner,''
such was the command that flew from the lips of "Captain"
Johnson, as the youths reached the Middletown road, and it
was done with the order and precision of a corps of regulars.
The oncoming foe was close at hand, and from behind the
boxes there rose the concerted click of twenty pistols being
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cocked, making ready to greet the Pennsylvanians with a
leaden ''shake.'' Citizens, seeing the sureness of a conflict,
and despairing of life and limb, rushed to the shelter of ·
their houses, while a number of the college faculty, just
aware of what was about to transpire, were rushing down to
the town to arrest the melee, but before they were half way
to the rampart of boxes, the train of carriages swept around
the corner and turned toward the college.
Crash! and twenty pistols spoke. Crash! and twenty more
death-dealing breaths were breathed from iron lungs. A
murderous volley replied, and for some five minutes pistol
answered pistol in uncertain combat. But the fire from the
· store-box barricade was too steady for the invaders, and with
a loud curse and the crack of the lash, they turned and
dashed away toward the bridge over the Buffalo, while mingled
cries of pain told of well-aimed pistol shots from behind the
wooden wall. "Red" Gruber's head was seen to rise
above a carriage top, red not only with hair, but with blood,
and he was heard to wheeze laconically:
"D--n you rebels; we'll get you yet!"
A pistol shot, which rent the top of the vehicle a spare inch
from his head, was the only reply, and the protruding cranium disappeared below the top like a turtle's bill under the
surface of a muddy pond. Instantly the brave Johnson, in
the face of the scattered fire of the retreaters was to the front,
and with the bravery of Cresar and the boldness of a lion, set
his company in motion at full speed, drove the invaders across
the creek and up the hill, and carried the day at every point.
When was there a more daring leader than Johnson? Let
his deeds be set to music, and his name be cut in marble,
noble youth!
The farew~ll rays of the sun were just glancing over the
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hills and mountains, tinging dead trees with margins of gold,
flecking the Buffalo with sheets of silver, and flooding the
verdant slopes and meadows with a coat of yellow, when
this band of heroes with the rhythmic tread of the soldier
· returned to town and amid the shouts of the populace marched
triumphantly to the college buildings.
This little skirmish sounded the tocsin all over that section
of the State; in fact this can honestly be said to have been
the first shot that was fired in defense of the Southland's views
in the great strife of the States. It is not emblazoned on the
pages of history; it is not rhymed and metred in immortal
stanza; it is not chiseled in durable marble and granite; but
it should bury itself in the blood-red depths of every heart of
Southern sentiment, and in every soul that loves to read and
remember of romantic action of gallant, romantic youths.
No action was taken by the faculty of Bethany College,
neither did the local authorities seek to punish the offenders,
but when the sullen cannon thundered its first deadly message
over the walls of Fort Sumpter, that beautiful twelfth of
April, in '61, this whole body of brave lads, along with thirty
additional fellow-students, gathered in President Campbell's
study and applied for an honorable dismissal from school in
order that they might go buckle on the sword and shoulder
the musket to fight for the cause of State and home.
It was granted reluctantly, and the time of parting was
indeed a season of tears and regrets. Students lingered long
at the blessings and prayers of their ·teachers, and in the
hand-shake of their fellows; classic brows were furrowed
with grief, and intellectual eyes shed social floods; yet it was
done - the dismissal of honor was granted. But when Alexander Campbell rose to speak the farewell words, when he
cast his glance over that band of devoted young men whose
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metal had stood the test of bravery, when he saw hope exultant, life, effervescent, and valor broad-writ on every face, he
raised his careworn physique to the heighth of its manly,
Christian dignity, and exclaimed:
"I am sorry, young gentlemen, that your college course is
now temporarily interfered with, and I would to God this war
would cease at its very beginning, and that you young men
(the hope of the country) could remain here with us and continue the study of Humanity and Things."
He had spoken, and the fifty stalwart forms stalked from
the study never to return-they parted never to meet again.
Many now sleep in unknown graves over which they doubtless fell gloriously in the thick of strife, for the majority were
never heard of since the murderous noise of the civil war
ceased; however, Colonel Ezra Stickley yet survives, and
resides at Woodstock, Va., as a retired jurist, in which profession he proved as active as in the Stonewall Brigade. But
his right arm is gone; it lies buried on the gory field of
Antietam. Yet there is no conflict of the Colonel's recollection that gives him more pride to relate than this little, unheard of engagement at Bethany.
The names of Lee and Jackson, Turner and Stuart, Davis
and Calhoun may remain ever green in the memory of the
South, yet when history completes her task of revelation,
unquestionably the names of Herchel Johnson and his brave
followers will will be stellified in the constellation of Southern
heroes.

The First Home of Bridgewater College

m

JAMES

R.

SHIPMAN.

BOUT three miles almost due west from Bridgewater, in the little village of Spring Creek, now
grown to three or four times its size at the time of
~ which we write, Bridgewater College had its begin~ ning in the year 1880. The village, with scarcely
a score of houses, a few shops, a mill, a tannery
and a store, is situated on the banks of the beautiful stream
of crystal water from which the town derived its name.
Near the mill and a short distance from the store, stood
the building in which the school began. The annexed picture
of the building and the description of it which we will endeavor to give, will probably bring before the mind of the reader a fairly clear conception of the place where the school-at
at that time called Spring Creek Normal School-held its first
two sessions.
The building itself was an old one, but was in a rather
good state of preservation. In size it was about twenty by
thirty-five feet, and two stories high. In construction, the
house was of the ordinary frame type, resting on a rather
low stone foundation. The weather-boarding was wide and
put on vertically with strips to cover the joints. The roof
was made of shingles.
The building had two doors. One in the middle of the
west end of the building faced the public road which passed
·t hrough the town and quite near the building; the other was
on the east side near the rear.
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The building was lighted by four windows in the front,
two in the rear and six on each side, being distributed equally in the lower and upper stories. The panes of glass in the
windows were the old "eight by ten" variety.
The building as seen from the outside had an old weatherbeaten appearance, which was intensified somewhat by indications of having, at one time, been whitewashed.
The interior was divided into two rooms on each floor.
The school occupied only the lower floor.
The front room of the lower floor, which was the main
school room, was twenty by twenty-six feet in size, while the
rear room was only nine by twenty feet. Communication between these two rooms was provided by means of a single
old-fashioned batten door. The front room contained a small
table which was used as a teacher's desk; a sufficient number
of fairly comfortable painted benches with backs; a small
stove in the center of the room and in the middle of the single
aisle, with the stove pipe straight up through the roof, and a
liberal number of black-boards hung around the walls.
The rear room, which was used partly as a recitation
room for a few classes, contained a small table, a stove, and
a few chairs.
The interior walls had neither been painted nor whitewashed; and when it is known to the reader that the building,
for many years prior to the time it became a school-room, had
been used for a general store, he will not be surprised to learn
that the interior was brown with age and presented a sombre
and gloomy appearance.
Between the time the building was abandoned as a store
and the opening of the school, the large lower room was used
as place for public worship.
Taken as a whole, the building and its appointments
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would not, in this time of progress and advancement, be considered a proper place in which to conduct a school.

Editing a college paper is a nice thing. If we publish jokes,
people say we are rattle-headed-if we don't we are fossils.
If we publish original matter, they say we don't give them
enough selections. If we publish selections, they say we are
to lazy to write. If we remain at the office, we ought to be
out looking for news items; if we get out we are not attending to business. Now, what are we to do? Just as likely as
not somebody will say that we stole this from an exchangeso we did. - Exchange.

The Stage Boy of '46
B. E. 1910.

!T IHE FAMILY of Benjamim Brown was for a long

I

H. HOYLE SINK,

time considered the best and most prosperous family in the village of Salisbury, North Carolina.
Two boys and two girls constituted the family. In
1840, while the children were quite young, Mr.
Brown died- being buried in the old English Cemetery in Salisbury.
The estate left was well sufficient for the support of Mrs.
Brown and the children; however, after a few years they
found themselves dependent upon their own resources.
Thomas Brown, who was a boy of eleven years at his
father's death, was the eldest son, hence it fell largely upon
him to provide for the family. Tom was a boy of remarkable
energy plus a strong mind and body. He first found employment as a stage driver, which was quite acceptable to him.
For his services he received $4 per month with board. He
made many friends on his route, and often received helpsuch as old clothing and the like. His next employment was
in the old Locke Tavern on the banks of the Yadkin River,
where in after years Sherman crossed with his army, burning
the bridge behind him. Here he remained until the Mexican
War.
In response to his country's need he marched away to _
Mexico, going on foot the greater part of the way.
His debut in warfare was made at Buena Vista, where he responded to the call of General Zachary Taylor for volunteers to car-
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ry ammunition across an open field to Captain Bragg. When
the open field was reached his companion was shot by his side,
next his knapsack slipped from his back, but without faltering he sped on until within the fortification of Captain Bragg.
Before the battle ended he was crushed beneath a heavy
piece of artillery, from which wound he was later sent home
as a recruiting officer.
Before he was entirely well he went to Lincolnton, N. C.,
organized a company of riflemen and started on foot to the
Mexican border.
However, the war came to an end before
he and his company of volunteers reached their destination.
Returning home, he spent a few months with his family,
but his western adventures had kindled a flame which was to
burn in him for many years hence. Losing the sound judgment that had thus far piloted him, he made the grave mistake of his life, by marrying a girl of unscrupulous character,
though of good parentage. In the latter part of '48 his mother received word that he was heading a party of emigrants,
who had as their goal Indiana. He settled at Bloomington,
Ind., and soon became the acknowledged leader of the colony. Within a short time he accumulated a comfortable fortune, and, seemingly life's most difficult obstacles had been
surmounted. But alas! Not so.
The girl who had sought his love among the pine-clad
hills of North Carolina, and who had been from that time the
pride and joy of his life, proved herself to be a villian, who
for the richest man's love offered only the ocetous fermentations of love in return. In his words: ''How can sunshine be
converted so suddenly into dismal gloom! How can life's
most opulent blessing be thus transformed to bile?'' In a
chamber of death-like silence from which the bright jewels
of home had fled, four bright-faced little children were arous1
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ed on an October's night, and each being pressed on the bosom
of a broken-hearted father, received his last fond embrace and
parting kiss. Then, turning to his idolized wife, the one who
came next to God in the heart of Tom Brown, for whom he
had sacrificed alled assured her that his prayers for her and
the innocent children would be unceasing; gave her the assurance that all his possessions save the horse on which he would
ride away would be hers; and with this he made to her a vow
that she should never again cast her eyes upon him.
Cast into outer darkness! But what is earthly darkness
when compared with life severed from love's tender rays!
A third time Tom Brown must begin life anew. Leaving
nothing but the ruins of life behind him, he scaled the Rocky
Mountains and finally pitched his tent in a little valley near
the present city of Silver City, Colorado. From this time he
was not heard from at home. On his arrival he made a successful effort to organize a prayer meeting, and for many
years this was known as ''Prayer-meeting Camp.'' In 1859,
Tom Brown was licensed to preach in the M. E. Church and
from that time until his death he was very active in behalf of
his church. Though he spent but eight months in school, he
had acquired a liberal education - largely from the Bible.
In 1861 he took up arms again to defend his country and
to perpetuate the Union. - This was an instance of brother
fighting against brother, as his only brother whom he had left
in North Carolina many years before, a boy of only seven teen
years, was an enlisted soldier in the Confederate army. In the
latter months of '61 he was appointed major and did service
in several of the western engagements, chief among which
were Fort Henry, Battle of Shiloh, Pea Ridge, Chattanooga
and Missionary Ridge. At the last named place he received
a wound, but soon recovered, being a man of unusual vigor
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and health.
On July 2, 1863 he was raised to the rank of
Colonel for strategem; and on the 3rd during Pickett's famous charge at Gettysburg he again went down, this time with
a pierced lung. For many weeks his case was thought hopeless. However, he survived, but suffered continuously from
this affliction during the rest of his life. Thus ended his activities in the Civil War. It is interesting to note that his brother was a member of Pickett's Brigade.
Again taking up his abode in the far west, he preached
and mined, or was at the head of mining enterprised for several years.
From this time he spent much of his time travelling, making several trips to the eastern cities, and was several times
in Washington; but as he had long since given up his people
for lost, he made no effort to visit the haunts of his childhood.
Three trips were made abroad, on which he visited England,
Italy, France, Germany and Switzerland. On his last return
from England he chanced to stop off in New York. Soon
after leaving New York enroute for California, he drifted into
conversation with a gentleman, who proved to be a Mr. Upchurch, (Tom Brown's mother's maiden name.)
The name
suggested an inquiry to Mr. Brown, who said: "Do you know
a William or W. T. Brown?" Mr. Upchurch replied that he
knew a W. T. Brown, at that time a contractor and builder.
After a few hasty questions Mr. Brown exclaimed, ''Thanks
be to God! I have at last found my brother. My journey's
Mr. Upchurch
end will not be reached until I meet him."
seeing the high state of feeling made inquiry as to the cause.
Mr. Brown revealed to him the fact that he had last seen his
people in 1848, and for almost an equal period, he had had no
communication with them, and that he knew they has long
since given him up for dead, and to a similar fate they had

. I
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been assigned by him.
In Buffalo Mr. Brown discontinued all business, and took
the first opportunity for visiting his native state. At the end
of the third day of his journey he arrived in Salisbury. But
what a change! In 1848 it was but a village of two hundred
people, now a city of seven thousand, with cotton factories,
woolen mills, two railroads, but no stage routes. On investigation he learned that W. T. Brown lived several miles away
at Tyro. Securing a team he proceeded across the country,
visiting ont he way the old Locke Tavern, where he was again
awe-stricken. The old wooden bridge across the Yadkin had
been replaced by a magnificent steel structure. But nothing
gave satisfaction; he must see W. T. Brown. Soon they came
to the home of W. T. Brown; Mrs. Brown, however, refused
to acknowlege Tom Brown, but sent him on to her husband.
After some hesitation Tom Brown was recognized as the lost
brother. The scene is one of over-flowing love.
Each too
full of joy to speak, but not too full to give expression.
Ah! but the scene changes! A question.
"Where is
mother?" "She struggled long and hard, between hope and
despair; though grief overcame her a score of years ago, and
with an expressed hope that God still protected you in some
unknown land, she relinquished earthly claims and took up
her celestial abode.''
''And where, pray God, are our sisters?'' inquired Tom.
"Alive and within a few miles of us." Recuperating
from the sudden shock, they made immediate preparations for
seeing their sisters; the one the eldest, the other the youngest of the family.
The youngest sister failed to recognize the brother, but
not so with the other.
After an awe-stricken moment, she
observed the situation, threw her arms about his neck and
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exclaimed, ''If only mother could know that we are again
united.'' The girls had married and the husbands of each
had lost his life in the Civil War. The trials of their mother
were being rehearsed daily.
The news spread that: ''Tom Brown, 'The Stage Boy of
'46,' the soldier, the frontiersman, had turned up." What a
shock to his boy hood friends. Soon a reunion of family and
friends was planned, and on the day's arrival all listened with
death-like silence, as "The Stage Boy of '46" rehearsed with
much eloquence, the experience and hardships of frontier life,
and most especially when he sounded the note of his own, sad,
romantic and active life. How could the stage boy, Tom
Brown-once thought likely to become a public charge-pos-sess the wealth and experience that was self-evident in the
man before their gaze.
This event was one of feeling and pathos. Four orphan
children united after many years of separation. The feature
of most import was to know that each had lived the pious
Christian life that had. been taught in their childhood. Fortune had been swept from them through the avariciousness
of supposed friends, but by diligence and industry it had returned.
Thomas Brown, from a life of trial, disappointment, and
adventure, was well worn for a man of fifty-seven years.
Upholding his resolve that if once found he would spend his
remaining day with his people, he located within a few miles
of his birth-place, and after making several trips across the
continent, spent most of his time with his people.
Still leading an actiye life, he served as the corner-stone
of his church, as a friend of the poor; and he gave liberally
of his experience and wealth to every needy cause of his country. Thus ends the life of "The Stage Boy of '46." On the
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24th of June, 1906, he breathed his last in the presence of a.
host of friends, who realized the loss of one so rich in love, so
noble in character, and so ripe with experience.
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T H E

ED I TOR'S

SANCTUM

HIS is the issue that is devoted exclusively to the alumni.
The departmental work is, of course, done by the regular staff, but the literary department is purely of alumni
production. We have not succeeded in every particular to
the extent that we had hoped to do, but we are grateful to
those who have contributed, and we hope the editors of succeeding years will be so supported that the Alumni issues can
be made to really mean something considerable to the relations between the alumni and the College.
T
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THE cut that we present in this issue is that of the building
in which our Alma Mater held her first two sessions at
Spring Creek, under the name of the Spring Creek Normal
School. We are indebted to Mr. J. R. Shipman and Elder A.
Thomas for the exact data of the building, and to Mrs.
Rebecca Bowman for the crayon sketch made from the
description. While this may seem more or less remote from
the interests of to-day, yet we attempt to preserve the details
of our beginning for their historical value in suggesting something of the conditions that surrounded the early days of our
college and that intensified her struggle
for existence. When we compare the
The Mecca uncouth appearance of the first home of
of Alumni the College with the magnificent array of
buildings of to-day, and know, too, that
it was not even the property of the school; then can we appreciate more fully the almost heroic efforts of the founder, and
all others who have piloted her fortunes through the preliminary
difficulties of the educational idea among a people hostile at
first, and still in some degree skeptical of its worth. We are
still hampered, more or less, by the primitive and the inevitable obstacles to the development of any new idea among a
conservative people. Our progress may be called slow, but
we believe it is sure; and that, we are persuaded, is the sort
of progress that in the end must be the most permanentthat which goes slowly and coutiously enough to be always
on the safe side on any question. The educational idea among
our people-and I speak directly of the Brethren Church in
Virginia-is but little more than a quarter of a century old,
but we are approaching with accelerated strides its golden
age. And, without a syllable of boasting, every loyal alumnus
should feel a simple pride in the record that our college has
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made from her humble origin to her dignified place among the
educational institutions of recognized worth in the State.
She has not inherited her position, nor has honor been thrust
upon her, but she has achieved them both.

COLLEG£$CAMPUS$CLASSROOM
Alumni.
New students.
Back from Charlottesville.
The students took a half-holiday some time ago to plant
trees on the east part of the campus. This was, until the
last few years, the athletic field and, consequently, as a campus
is new and unornamented.
Among the new students are Miss Hettie Cook and Mr. Lee
Woodell, of West Virginia, R. E. Buzzard, of Bolar, Va., and
Robert Zigler, of Broadway, Va.
Miss Elsie Shickle, of the Harrisonburg Normal School,
spent Easter with friends at the College.
Some recent visitors in the College community were Mr.
W. T. Pannell, who visited his sons in Wardo; Miss Lillie
Storkes and Elmer Wine, of Timberville; F. J. Wright, of the
University of Virginia; H. Allan Hoover and Earl Moomaw,
of Roanoke.
An interesting and unique social function took place in the
gymnasium recently. This was the box social held under the
auspices of our extremely progressive senior class. Several
days before, this august tribunal had passed the death sentence on a number of innocent fowls in the community, and
it had its scheming committee out as busy as Sheridan's
foragers, and the delicate girls were for one busy Saturday
transformed into a brigade of old-fashioned "Bridgets." The
gymnasium was tastefully decorated with the class pennants
of purple and orange, and the boxes were trimmed in all the
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finish of feminine taste. Prof. Sanger auctioned
off the boxes to the highest bidder, and when they were all
sold, the dainty contents were eaten by the purchaser and the
lady who had prepared it and whose name was contained on
the inside. The occasion was a success in every particular,
and especially so to certain of the boys who, like Bassanio,
happened-of course-to find the leaden casket of their
choice.
Those who attended the recent State Convention of the Y.
M. C. A., at Charlottesville, were Dr. J. S. Flory, Prof. J.C.
Myers, Messrs. H. L. Yager, Jno. E. Wine, E. A. Helsley, N.
M. Albright, E. B. Williams, Fred R. Dyer, W. S. Lineweaver,
A. S. Reams, Stanley F. Hoover, Carl Feller, Herbert Sipe,
Arnold Kersh, C. E. Shull, E. L. and F. P. Myers.
Miss Margaret Harlicker, of Blue Ridge College, Md.,
spent Easter as the guest of Miss Marie Myers.
Professor (in Psychology)-"What are the advantages of a
co-educational college?''
Miss Effie (quickly)- "It leads to matrimony."
Doctor (in Literature)-"How old was Lady Psyche?"
Short-' 'Twenty summers.''
Doctor-' 'Which side?''
Short- ''Hither side.''
It is reported on good authority that Neff, etc., drove from
Harrisonburg, seven miles distant, to Bridgewater, in four
hours, one Sunday afternoon. N uff ced.
The latest invention around the College is a sparking
machine, invented by Roy Hoover.
Minor said that N. M. Albright has been elected as a ''delicate" to the S. S. Convention, at Richmond.
One of the fellows says that if it is true that very brilliant
people are short-lived, he is sure to be well-nigh immortal.

COLLEGE

FORUM

On the evening of March 17th, Dr. Byron W. King, of the
King School of Oratory, Pittsburg, addressed us on the subject, "All the World's a Stage." Dr. King possesses
great power of eloquence, and he swayed his audience from
bursts of laughter almost into tears. His wit and humor
were pleasing, and touching upon every phase of life,
his lecture entertained old and young, and everyone. He
said that on the stage of life there are many players, but few
actors; and that he would rather write a poem to touch the
life of his people than be loaded with all the vain trappings
and honors of pride and wealth.
The Lyceum Committee was very fortunate in securing
Dr. King, and in him we think we have a fitting climax of our
course for this year.

Literary Societies.
The Junior Contest in the Virginia Lee Society was held on
March 17th. The little folks were very enthusiastic. Those
entering the contest were, little Bertha and Eva Thomas, Ina
Miller and Stella Garst. Bertha Thomas was the winner.
The Virginia Lee Literary Society held its preliminary contest on the evening of March 18th. The competitors chosen
for the medal contest were Misses Maude Shank, Mattie
Glick, Elsie Thomas and Messrs. S. F. Hoover, Edward Sipe
and Charles W. Good.
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I. P. A.
The Oratorical Contest of the Inter-Collegiate Prohibition
Association was held on March 25th in the College Auditorium.
There was five contesting orators. Mr. N. M. Albright was
chosen as our representative in the State contest, and H. N.
Glick received the second honors. The State Contest is to be
held at Emory and Henry College, toward the last of April.
The orations were excellent.

Music.
The Men's Glee Club, accompanied by Miss Bayly as
reader, and Miss Myers, as accompanist, gave a concert at
the Montezuma schoolhouse on Saturday night, March 18th.
The program was very much enjoyed by the audience.

Program for Alumni Day---June 6, 1911.
1-Music ....................................... .. .. Quartette
2-Address by President-elect .............. Dr. J. D. Miller
3--1\fosic-Vocal Solo................. .. ... .... .Mrs. C. C. Wright
4-Address ......................................... W. R. Hooker
5-Music ............... ... ................... ....... Quartette
6-Reading ........................... .. ........... Lottie E. Miller
7-Music-Piano Solo ........................... Zula M. Gochenour
8-Annual Oration .... ........... ... ............ Dr. J. W. Wayland
9-Response from Class 1911 ..... .. ..... .. ..Bessie Arnold
10-Music-College Song ............... ..... ...Audience

OUR

EXCHANGES

This magazine is surely a credit to the editorial staff. The
variety of its contents makes it a paper for all classes- for
imaginative as well as for the practical. The verse is superior
to that which is usually found in college

The Emory and publications. The dignified thought and

stately movement of the "Works of
Henry Era. Time," make it a pleasing poem. "Meditation" is rythmical except for a few
words that produce a discord. ''My Rose" has a clear, fresh
and musical style. "Squire Wilson's Tale" is an interesting
story, but the interest does not continue throughout because
of the weak end of the narrative. The writer has, perhaps,
carried the story too far. "The Cashier" has an excellently
executed plot; the unexpected turn near the end of the story
makes a fitting climax. "The Magic Ring" reads like a fairy
tale. Perhaps it is too far from the real to be interesting to
the average adult reader; but we believe it would appeal to
the extravagant imaginations of children. No one should
fail to read the editorial, ''The College Man and the Social
Side." "An Inventor's Dream" is wildly imaginative; the
scenes are far removed from the earth. The dreamer's
adventures, in a region not unlike the ancient Tartarus, are
exciting and imaginative. The two argumentative essays
show diligent research and are logically developed.

The most pronounced feature of this magazine is its good
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artistry in respect to the cover as well as in contents. However, the magazine would be improved if some of the artistic
bits of narration would be supplanted by
longer stories with definitely worked-out
Mary Baldwin plots. ''A Story of the Relation Between
Miscellany. Friar Bacon and Friar Bungy, and the
Sources .of the Play," is an instructive
article on this Elizabethan drama. The necromatic element
so prominent in the drama is carefully analyzed. ''Little
Pockmark Lady Chang" is a touching narrative of the wrongs
of Chinese womankind; although simple and without a cleardrawn plot, this narrative proves interesting. ''A Plea for
Peace" is more than merely feminine. The writer has endeavored in a sane way to prove that war is a menace. ''The
Wind Spirit'' is a unique discussion of the power of the wind
over the soul.
This magazine has ~ot yet reached that stage of excellence
where it could be classed with the dignified college magazines,
but its gradual development during the
L d b C II year bids fair for the future. We are not
or s urg 0 ege unmindful of the fact that a certain deEducator.
gree of tolerance is due this publication
since it is one of our youngest exchanges.
The adventurous "Mystic Mansion of the Golden West"
proves rather fascinating. We eagerly await for the next
part of the story.

ALUMNI

DEPARTMENT
Union Bridge, Md.

DEAR ALUMNI:

As I received a letter recently asking me to write a letter
for the Philo, I take this opportunity to reply.
Since I left B. C. I have had many and varied experiences,
but among those experiences I have always remembered my
Alma Mater and had the pleasure of attending two of her
commencement exercises along with the Alumni banquets.
This letter, however, is my first to the magazine.
At present I am busily engaged in teaching and studying
at Blue Ridge College. I find my work pleasant and helpful,
though I frequently recall the pleasant experiences at B. C.
It is with pleasure that I look over "Little Mag" and find
letters from school mates of days past.
With many good wishes for a bright and prosperous future for my Alma Mater, I am,
Sincerely,
EDNA D. MILLER.

Winchester, Va.
DEAR ALUMNI EDITOR:

Owing to unusually heavy duties devolving upon me the
past week I was unable to reply to your request at an earlier
date.
You want to know what I am doing.
Well, I often ask
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myself the same question for various reasons, and I will try
in a brief way to tell you what I am doing to occupy my time.
Before leaving B. C. in June 1900 I had already secured
a position in the Winchester Public High and Graded Schools
and have served in different positions in the same institution
up to the present time.
My work at present is supervising
principal, and a faculty of fourteen teachers. With an enrollment of 670 pupils and ten months session it is needless for
me to say that my time is pretty well occupied. Since the
summer of 1906 I have served as Local Manager of the Winchester State Summer Institute for teachers which holds its
session during the month of July.
For the rest of the time
that is at my disposal I spend a part of it in looking after my
duties as secretary of the Principals' Department of the State.
Teachers' Association.
As a Sunday School superintendent, minister and elder I
also find plenty of work to do.
If there are any ministerial
students at B. C. who are looking for a place with plenty of
work they would do well to look this way. I would like to
take some of them with me on my Sunday drives and I think
they would realizet o the fullest extent that the trip was a
"Sabbath's Day Journey."
The "Daisy," the fairest of all flowers, has a deeper
abiding place with me today than when I was at B. C. Then
the little Cools must not be forgotten: Raymond, Densie adn
Olivia. Raymoll.d is now holding a professorship in the third
primary department of the public school.
With best wishes for the College and The Philomathean,
lam,
Yours sincerely,
N. D. COOL.
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Would you take issue with me were I to announce the
proposition that our public school system is not pedagogic?
Having the assurance, therefore, that you will kindly consider what I have to say, with freedom and frankness I will
lay down the proposition as follows: the public school system of our country is not pedagogic.
Now, this is a sweeping statement. Such a daring assertion requires explanation
and substantiation else to my consternation some one will
bring forth a refutation.
The public
I am an ardent friend of public education.
school system of the United States is making glorious strides
in both idealism and efficiency. And perhaps no state has
made such delightful progress, such encouraging strides forward as the great and historic commonwealth of Virginia. I
am a Virginian born and bred, and I am greatly pleased with
the present management .and general uplift of our public
school administration. Dr. Eggleston is superb in administering the functions of his high position.
There are distinct fundamental traits of human character
differentiating man from the brute world-from the mere animal kingdom. They are found
in man's estheticism, ethical
I
functions, tool-using capacity, talking powers, reasoning ability, believing forces, and worshipping tendency.
No system can be complete without especially emphasizing estheticism, morals, hand-craft, language, reasoning,
faith and worship. The educational forces may be absolutely
complete in almost all of these seven distinct fundamental
differentiating human traits; but the system cannot be complete on the last one of the seven, if it can touch it at all in
the sense of divine worship.
Many of our schools teach worship and practice worship
in the divine sense; but it is because they are in religious
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communities, and not because they are a part of the public
system.
In some sections of our country the Bible is excluded from ·
the public school. Songs mentioning even the name of Christ
are put into exile. Jesus said, "My kingdom is not of this
world. If it were then would my servants fight." Jesus of
Nazareth separated church and state. Again, the same great
law-giversaid, "Render unto Cresar the things thatareCresar's
and unto God the things thatare God's." The United States of
America is the first nation to separate church and state, and
this fact alone makes her unique among the nations and gives
her supremacy among the peoples of the world.
Divine worship brings into activity the highest functions
of the human soul, and because church and state are separated, public education cannot foster in spirit and practice
this high demand of education. Therefore, our public school
system must be substituted by the home, by the Sunday
School and general religious services.
The church is one organization, a religious organization.
The state is another organization, a body politic.
Individuals may co-operate with both, perchance; but the two organizations are distinct and separate. Therefore, it remains for
the Christian school under special Christian direction by a
Christian people to give Christian education as the masses demand.
Is our school system completely pedagogic? It is not.
,Xhis religious exception alone is a sufficient apology and guarantee for the existence of the denominational nchool.
Long live Bridgewater College, our beloved Alma Mater,
a Christian institution of learning.
I. N. H. BEAHM.
Hebron Seminary, Nokesville, Va.

,
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Mt. Jackson, Va.
DEAR EDITOR:

It is always a pleasure for me to do anything for the

Philo., hence I enclose a selection for print. I hope to see
the names of several of the 1910 class in this edition. Thus
far this class has been a working class, and I hope it may so
continue.
At present Tony, Hooker and I are engaged in the
explanation of various subjects to the school boys and girls
of Shenandoah County. My present location is very acceptable, and I trust it is the same with the other members of
the class.
I expect to visit B. C. on my way to the ''Tar Heel''
State, and hope to see many of the boys, especially Mike,
George and Yager.. I expect to visit Joe Roller soon, and
hear him and his chickens render some classical selections.
Respectfully,
H. HOYLE SINK.

Symposium---A Loyal Alumnus.
A loyal alumnus ought to send an occasional article for
the magazine when requested especially, and take the Philomathean.
A loyal alumnus is he who incarnates the true life of his
alma mater; whose uprightness among men endows her; who
at every opportunity speaks of her worth to a stranger as
well as friend, but who will not prevail upon a student to enter
when he knows she does not give the course he desires;
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who is not sparing in his criticisms of her deficiencies to those
who steer her course; who makes her interests his interests,
with one hand holding to the alumni and with the other to
the alumni to be; who backs up his words by his deeds;
who is willing to aid her materially and spiritually as he is
able.
A. B. MILLER, '10.
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planned and built. Estimates Free.
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